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Abstract:
The term glottography is familiar from Pulgram (1976) and is equivalent to Gelb’s (1952)
phonography. The term is problematic, since it is rarely made clear how a writing system is
held to represent a spoken language, and how glottographic systems exist alongside non-
glottographic ones. This paper examines glottography from the particular perspective of
archaic or proto-cuneiform (first attested ca. 3300 B.C.E.). After clearing up some fundamental
confusions, we offer four symptoms of glottographic writing. We then consider the relation
between glottographic and non-glottographic writing, associate the former with the act of
reading and the latter with verbalizing, and conclude by suggesting that glottography is best
viewed as a single subsystem of written language.
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This writin’ is wroten rotten, if you happen to ask me.

— Popeye, in ‘Popeye the Sailor Meets Ali Baba’s Forty Thieves’ (1937)

1. The earliest writing: an introduction

Writing arose around the end of the fourth millennium B.C.E. (ca. 3300) in southern Babylon

(modern Iraq).1 The earliest written documents are clay tablets impressed with numerical

notations and sealings that likely indicated institutional contexts. By ca. 3200 a system

known as archaic cuneiform or proto-cuneiform had developed; this system is the precursor to

the cuneiform writing that developed later as a vehicle for the expression of numerous texts

in Sumerian, Akkadian, and various other languages. Another group of archaic documents

from a slightly later date (ca. 3100–2900) comes from early settlements in (contemporary)

Iran;2 the writing of these tablets is in a number of respects similar to proto-cuneiform, but it

nevertheless represents a distinct system.3
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These archaic texts belong to a restricted range of Textsorten, being constituted almost

exclusively of administrative documents (records associated with the production and

transfer of agricultural commodities and manufactured goods; records of the disbursement

of foodstuffs to workers; etc.) and so-called ‘lexical lists’ (thematically arranged

enumerations of designations for such categories as professions, places, animals, plants, and

manufactured items).4 Lexical lists apparently served the purpose of transmitting the

conventions of the writing system and later evolved into the first bilingual (Sumerian-

Akkadian) dictionaries in the second and first millennia.

Although significant progress has been made in the decipherment and understanding of

these texts since their publication (starting in the first part of the twentieth century), crucial

aspects of their nature remain controversial. While some scholars have regarded archaic

cuneiform as possessing (at best) ‘weak connections to [spoken] language’ (Damerow, 1999,

2), others have seen in the texts clear ties to spoken language.5 Particularly vexed is ‘the

Sumerian question’: was proto-cuneiform invented (if that is the right term) by speakers of

Sumerian (a langue isolée of the agglutinative type known from later cuneiform documents)

or by speakers of some other language?6 Researchers address two sources in attempting to

answer ‘the Sumerian question’: (1) possible clues within the corpus of proto-cuneiform

tablets that unequivocally indicate Sumerian phonology, morphology, syntax, or lexicon; (2)

evidence within attested Sumerian for the presence of a substrate language, indicative of an

aboriginal population.7 In what follows, I am not concerned with the ‘Sumerian question’

per se. Rather, I wish to explore the criteria by which we identify certain writing as

glottographic (i.e. representing spoken language), and to analyze the relation between writing

and speech in both past and present contexts.

2. Signal confusions
Sampson (1985, 29) divides writing8 into glottography,which represents9 spoken language,10

and semasiography,which represents ideational content directly.11 Yet semasiography is not a
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felicitous species: instances of semasiography are unified only by the fact that they do not

notate spoken language (the notches on the handle of a killer’s knife, an illiterate pirate’s

treasure map, the icon on the paper shredder that warns me to keep my necktie at a safe

distance, brand marks on tablets of Ecstasy, a diagram of a finite state automaton, Wilkins’

‘real characters’).12 As Plato famously observed, the dichotomy barbarian/Greek leads people

to the erroneous belief that there is a natural class of barbarians, who exemplify a shared set

of features (Politicus 262d–e). I propose that the term semasiography is as vacuous as barbarian

— and that both arise from unexamined prejudices. It is better that we employ the simple

designation non-glottographic.

Certain typologists (e.g. Hill, 1967; cf. Coulmas, 1996) deny the possibility of non-

glottographic writing. For them, all writing is fundamentally linguistic — even so-called

Bildschrift and Sachschrift (cf. Gelb, 1952, 4–6).13 Since I do not wish to get bogged down here

in what is meant by the term ‘linguistic,’ I propose simply to define writing as non-

glottographic if (1) it can be read with similar facility by speakers of different languages, or

(2) its reading has the character of paraphrase (i.e. two different ‘readings’ are likely to

employ significant differences in word choice or syntactic construction).

In some accounts of non-glottographic writing, however, spoken language sneaks in by the

back door. Witness: ‘Graphs of this sort [i.e. non-glottographic] map directly onto the world

of real things, and reading them is a two-step process that proceeds first from GRAPH to THING

or ACTION […] and then from THING/ACTION to NAME of thing/action, that is, to LEXICAL MEANING’

(Boltz, 2000, 1–2). The claim (behind which one is tempted to see a naïve Humboldtianism

or behaviorism) is that to read such signs, we must map them onto verbal concepts.When I

receive my shirt back from the dry cleaner, I see the yellow smiley face on the hanger; I

picture a real face [cf. Boltz’s ‘world of real things’] — smiling; I think of the words ‘smile’

(and perhaps ‘Have a nice day!’). This scenario is surely to be discounted; rather, the happy

face leads me by prior associations to a particular psychological state, with perhaps both

cognitive and emotional components; verbal language is not needed (which is not to say
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that we don’t often verbalize when confronted with signs or things). Also — and this is a

point to which I shall return — the verbalizations that may arise when we are confronted

with the sign are not predictable and not fixed in relation to the sign.

I emphasize the divide between non-linguistic signs and linguistic concepts because

scholars of early writing find themselves all too often in the prison-house of language.

Consider the following statement, from a reputable textbook of Akkadian:
Functionally, signs in their earliest stage were logographic, i.e. they
represented one or more specific words. A purely logographic writing
system is per se not bound to any specific language: given a sequence
of picture-signs representing THREE, SHEEP, GIVE, TEMPLE, a given social
context might enable one to ‘read’ (adding formal modifications
unexpressed in the writing system) in English ‘three sheep were given
to the temple’ or in French ‘on a donné trois brebis au temple’ as
adequately as one could ‘read’ such a text in Sumerian. (Caplice, 1988,
5)

The confusion here is remarkable. The author identifies a logogram as corresponding to one

or more words, but then denies that logographic writing is glottographic! If proto-cuneiform

exhibits the loose connection claimed here between a sequence of signs and an utterance in

a particular language (and some evidence suggests that it does), then proto-cuneiform is not

glottographic. Outside language there are no words (and, hence, no logographic writing).

3. Symptoms of glottography

In this section I identify four categories that might be regarded as symptoms of the

dependence of a writing system on spoken language. I introduce these in general and

summarize their applicability to the case of proto-cuneiform.

3.1 Phonography
By phonography, we mean the notation of speech sounds.14 Obviously syllabaries and

alphabets (including defective alphabets that record only consonant sounds; these are

sometimes called abjads) are phonographic.15 So too are the hybrid semi-alphabetic scripts

used in South and Southeast Asia (Vaid, 2002; Sproat, 2000, 45). But a system such as

Chinese — in which characters (字 zi4) represent monosyllabic morphemes — also possesses
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a phonographic aspect. In Chinese orthography, many characters are complexes generated

from a semantic radical and a phonetic complement that indicates the pronunciation. Thus

楓 feng1 ‘maple’ is analyzed as木 mu4 ‘tree’ +風 feng1 ‘wind’. And so a Chinese reader

recognizes that楓 refers to a tree (radical on the left) that is pronounced like the word for

wind (phonetic on the right). The phonetic correspondence need not be exact. That such

phonetic compounding is recursive accounts for its astonishing productivity in Chinese

writing (80% of characters employ the device16); thus the phonetic of楓 (i.e.風 ‘wind’) is

further analyzed as虫 hui3 ‘insect’ +凡 fan2 ‘all’ (Mattingly & Hsiao, 1999; Sproat, 2000, 49–

50; cf. Martin, 1972; Yin, 1994, 21–25). (Admittedly this analysis is phonetically and

semantically less perspicuous than the former; the evolution of writing systems tends to

introduce some measure of opacity; cf. Halliday, 1981, 128.)

There is limited evidence for phonography in the earliest proto-cuneiform, from the Uruk

IVa/III periods (ca. 3200–3000 B.C.E.).17 This takes two forms. First, putative rebus readings,

such as TI ‘arrow’ (pictogram of a bow and arrow) used for the Sumerian homophone ‘life,

to live’, in archaic spellings (ENa E2a TIa) of the common formula (d)En.lil2.ti ‘may Enlil give

life’.18 Second, putative phonetic complements, similar to those just discussed for Chinese:

e.g. GA2×EN
19 read MEN ‘crown’; EZEN×EN read EZENx ‘feast’ rather than the variant for

the former sign, BADx ‘wall, enclosure’ (Steinkeller, 1995, 694–695; Glassner, 2003, 145).

Third, putative syllabic spellings: e.g. MAŠ+GAN2 for the Akkadian loan maškanu

‘threshing floor; small agricultural settlement’ (Steinkeller, 1995, 695; Glassner, 2003, 161);20

GAL+KIN5 for KINGAL ‘head of the assembly’ (Glassner, 2003, 146; N.B. the reversed

spelling).21

Not one of these examples is uncontroversial.22 Even among scholars who accept the

evidence for phonography in the archaic script, it is acknowledged only that ‘there seems to

be a small amount of phonetic writing in proto-cuneiform’ (Cooper, 2004, 80).23

3.2 La chaine de la parôle
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Although natural language syntax comprises hierarchical relationships (represented by trees

in generative grammar), speech is realized as a linear sequence of words (or of morphemes).

We expect a glottographic writing system to encode speech as a string of graphemes. This

string must be accommodated to the two- or three-dimensional surface upon which it is

inscribed (e.g. by making provision for line-breaks);24 but the dominant principle is that

graphemes are arranged in an order that corresponds to their licensing elements in the

temporal chain of speech.25 (Though the letters of an e.e. cummings poem sprawl drunkenly

down the page, their arrangement is determined in large part by a code that exists in

addition to the glottographic one — How to reproduce the arrangement orally?)

Proto-cuneiform tablets exhibit a structure that bears virtually no resemblance to natural-

language syntax. ‘Syntax […] was scarce or non-existent. Individual entries and summary

remarks were enclosed in cases (rectangular boxes) on tablets, and these cases could be

arranged in vertical columns, but within cases the placement of signs was arbitrary, except

that numerals came first’ (Cooper, 2004, 81). ‘The position of the signs within the texts was

determined to a lesser extent by criteria relating to language syntax than by the “tablet

format.” This layout was specific to particular economic transactions; it determined how

and where a given bit of information was to be displayed. […] The various tablets from the

earliest phases of writing therefore bear closer resemblance to such modern documents as

punched cards, dockets, clearing checks, balance sheets or many other formalized data

carriers than to independently and freely composed manuscripts in the modern sense’

(Nissen et al., 1993, 30).26

Lexical lists (which comprise more than 10% of the proto-cuneiform corpus) follow a

columnar format where each case contains (1) the sign N1, which has the value ‘1’ in the

sexagesimal numeric system (the sign seems here to serve much the same purpose as the

modern bullet in demarcating the beginning of an entry in a list), and (2) one or more signs

corresponding to a designation of the category with which the list is concerned (e.g. a

profession, name of a city, type of animal, etc.).27
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Aphenomenon concomitant with the (near total) absence of natural language syntax is the

absence of grammatical function words and morphs. Signs on administrative tablets

correspond generally to numeric notations, salient entities such as agricultural products and

disbursements, and administrative titles/names. The relevant actions are generally to be

inferred from the document type. Only by the Ur period (ca. 2800) are there clearly reliable

indications of Sumerian function morphs (Cooper, 2004, 80).

3.3 Formal characteristics

What is the form of glottographic writing? In a superficial sense, it is a line: left-to-right (for

English), right-to-left (for Hebrew), top-to-bottom (for Mongolian), boustrophêdon (i.e.

alternating direction: left-to-right, then right-to-left, etc.) in the case of several paleographic

traditions.28 Sometimes writing follows a different curve in order to accommodate itself to

its material: thus an inscription around the rim of a plate will follow the circumference.

Only rarely does glottography transfigure itself completely, into something like

Apollinaire’s Calligrammes, or the calligraphic rendition of sūra 105 of the Qur’an (al-Fīl) that

takes the form of an elephant.

Let us begin with ontogeny. How do children write, before they have been taught? At the

first stage, there is undifferentiated writing (Tolchinsky, 2003, 56–62; Gibson, 1972, 12).

Children at this stage are capable of distinguishing between (what constitutes for their

culture) writing and non-writing. When they write, words (or other salient linguistic units)

may not be identifiable; yet we find some critical features: ‘linearity, presence of

distinguishable units, regularity of blanks, and directionality’ (Tolchinsky, 2003, 58).29 These

features differentiate written language from pictures; similarly, formal configurations

distinguish written language from numeric notations. Children who have not yet learned to

read will reject strings of repeated tokens as ‘good for reading’ (e.g. AAAA), but will allow

them as potential numerical notations ‘good for counting’ (e.g. 2222) (Tolchinsky, 2003, 152–

157).
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Form reaches much deeper, however. In the 1930s and 40s George Kingsley Zipf discovered

a number of facts about the distribution of items in language. Best known is ‘Zipf’s Law,’

which states an expected relation between the rank order of a word in a text and its frequency.

Aword’s rank is its measure of frequency in comparison with other words (so that the word

with rank 1 is the most frequent word in the text; the word with rank 2, the second most

frequent; etc.); a word’s frequency is the total number of occurrences of the word in the text

(or sample). Zipf’s law predicts that in a text/sample of sufficient length, the frequency of

words will follow a harmonic series, such that the word with rank 2 occurs approximately

half as often as that with rank 1, the word with rank 3 occurs approximately one third as

often as that with rank 1, and so on. Thus the rank-frequency points will lie on or near the

hyperbolic curve rf = C,where r is a term’s rank, f its frequency, and C is a constant. When

plotted on doubly logarithmic scales, this curve will appear as a line with slope = -1 (Zipf,

1949, 19–55). The prediction has repeatedly been shown to hold true for words in text

samples drawn from many languages, periods, and genres. As an illustration, FIGURE 1 plots

the rank-frequency relation in a Latin text of the 16th century.30

The proto-cuneiform corpus consists of ca. 5820 tablets, which contain ca. 42000 signs,

excluding numeric signs (Englund, 1998, 65).31 These tokens represent 1618 sign types

provisionally identified as distinct, although the work on deciding which sign forms

represent mere allographs and which are graphemically distinct is by no means complete.32

If we treat the entire corpus as a single sample, we can plot signs by rank-frequency, as we

did above (FIGURE 2).33 It is immediately evident that the plot differs substantially from that

expected for words in a natural language; in particular, as rank increases, frequency

decreases considerably more slowly. This result is not surprising, as (1) there is no reason to

suppose that proto-cuneiform signs represent words, and (2) it has not been demonstrated

that proto-cuneiform is in fact glottographic.

On the other hand, the distribution of proto-cuneiform signs broadly resembles the

distribution of morphemes in a natural language (see Zipf, 1949, 87–97). By comparison, we
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shall look at a classical Chinese text. The Chinese writing system is overwhelming

morphosyllabic, in that its characters (字) typically represent monosyllabic morphemes

(Ramsey, 1989, 58–59; Yin, 1994, 311–312; cf. supra, §3.1). Thus the rank-frequency

distribution of Chinese characters is very similar to that of natural-language morphemes

(FIGURE 3).34 The similarity between the proto-cuneiform and Chinese data is striking. Yet of

course, we cannot conclude that proto-cuneiform signs represent morphemes in a natural

language; all we can conclude with safety is that their distribution and functioning is in

certain respects akin to natural language morphemes. One aspect of this functional

similarity is that signs are combined to form names/titles, such as KUŠIM (KU+ŠIM),

apparently an administrative official named on eighteen tablets of the Erlenmeyer collection

(Nissen et al., 1993, 36–46).35 Likewise, qualified designations involve sign combinations

where the components might be thought of as ‘morphemic’ (regardless of whether we take

the archaic texts as being glottographic or as being composed in a purely written

Sondersprache): e.g. KUR+AMAR ‘bull calf’, SAL+AMAR ‘heifer calf’, AB2+GA ‘milk cow’,

AMAR+GA ‘suckling (calf)’ (Nissen et al., 1993, 89).

3.4 Mediation
In a passage that has been quoted to the point of tedium, Aristotle declares that written

words are the signs of spoken words, which in turn are the signs of psychological states (De

interpretatione 16a4–6). That, of course, is a statement about glottography. Non-glottographic

writing lacks the mediation of spoken language; its notations are themselves signs of

psychological states. Proto-cuneiform signs depict things,36 but beyond the object that is

most straightforwardly depicted, there lies a semantic constellation: ‘a pictogram can relate

to other realities, attached to the same object by mental processes that are more or less

founded in reality, or downright conventional, and perfectly well known and utilized in the

representation of art’ (Bottéro, 1992, 76).37 New signs can be created from existing signs by

producing tableaux; for instance, SAG ‘head, person’ + NINDA ‘rationing vessel’ (a

pictogram of a beveled-rim bowl) yields GU7 ‘disbursement (of food rations)’, which comes
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eventually through the ineluctable process of semantic change to mean simply ‘eat’ (Nissen

et al., 1993, 14–15). Writing, however, differs from the figurative arts in that it eschews

particulars and seeks rather the generic, the universal, the uniform, the conventional

(Bottéro, 1992, 77). When a sign is drawn again, it is not a new picture, but rather another

instance of the same sign. Just as the form of the sign becomes stereotyped, so does its

semantics. The sign is now no longer interpretively open-ended in the fashion of a picture;

rather, it becomes limited to a few conventional usages (one presumes that the lexical lists

played a role in this process). This generalization of form and function allows us to

distinguish non-glottographic writing from pictures and other manifestations of the

figurative arts, and allows us to speak not incoherently of non-glottographic writing

systems.

The last point, however, is evidently controversial. Unger & DeFrancis assert, bluntly, ‘[a]

semasiographic writing system is a contradiction in terms’ (1995, 53). Their argument is not

that non-linguistic signs are impossible per se, but rather that they cannot serve as the basis

for a communicative system because: (1) pictures are not self-explanatory, and (2) a writing

system could not be developed without recourse to spoken language for the purpose of

description and explanation.38 To the former, we may quote Pettersson: ‘DeFrancis is of

course right in that pictures are not understandable by themselves — it takes a culture to

explain them, namely the very culture in which they were produced’ (1996, 51).39 To the

latter, I should doubt that anyone believes the Uruk scribes did not speak a mutually

intelligible language amongst themselves. But it is senseless to assert that recourse to a

spoken language for the explanation and teaching of a writing system makes that system

glottographic; we should then be obliged to classify virtually all technology as linguistic in

nature, because humans rely on spoken communication in its creation and use.

4. Glottographic and non-glottographic writing

The evidence available at present seems insufficient to make a clear diagnosis of
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glottographic or non-glottographic in the case of proto-cuneiform. On the one hand, it is

difficult to make a compelling argument that the primary structure of the script is derivative

of, or even analogous to, spoken language; on the other, it would be injudicious to rule out

any influence of spoken language. Are we left then with nothing to say?

Here I should like to reframe the problem in hypothetical terms. Suppose that we did have

unequivocal evidence on one of the glottographic symptoms— an unimpeachable phonetic

spelling, for instance, or some probative syntactic or formal feature. On the basis of this

single feature would we classify the system as glottographic, despite the presence of

significant indicia of extra-linguistic structure? In asking this question I suggest that the

binary classification of entire writing systems as glottographic or not is overly schematic. In

pursuing this line of reasoning, we might consider contemporary writing in English-

speaking countries.40

(1) Few would hesitate to classify our writing as glottographic. Yet this writing contains

various elements whose relation to the spoken language is quite unclear. Foremost among

these are the Indo-Arabic digits, which are often identified as ideograms (Edgerton, 1941).

These, of course, correspond to different words in different spoken languages (thus for 5:

five, fünf, cinq, xams, bìyar, go, etc.). More importantly, even in English the same numeric

notation may be verbalized in various ways (e.g. 1941: ‘nineteen-forty-one’, ‘nineteen-

hundred-and-forty-one’, ‘one-thousand-nine-hundred-forty-one’).41 Nor is it clear when we

manipulate numbers arithmetically that we need to verbalize them at all.42 As for our

system of puncutation: sometimes it has phonetic correlates (such as a pause or particular

intonational contour), sometimes it serves for delimiting syntactic boundaries (without any

evident phonetic correlates), and sometimes it is generated by rules of the written language

grammar that do not correspond to anything in spoken English.43 One might continue

indefinitely; instead I leave as an exercise for the reader: How to relate the usage of the

following symbols to the grammar of spoken English? the typographic distinction between

hyphen, en-dash, and em-dash; the octothorpe (#); the ‘universal currency sign’ (¤).
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(2) To many theorists of writing (such as Gelb), the alphabet represents the acme of script

development. Yet the alphabet is used for a variety of ancillary functions entirely separate

from the coding of spoken language. Alphabetic characters are used to order, classify, and

rank.44 Thus when the Athenians started building the Hephaisteion around 460 B.C.E., they

designed for the roof removable coffers, which were carved specifically to fit in a single

location. In order to keep track of the coffers’ proper locations, masons’ marks consisting of

letters of the archaic Attic alphabet were inscribed (Wyatt & Edmonson, 1984). Today we see

similar usages in the series of letters that denote various levels of an outline structure, do-it-

yourself-kits (‘Insert tab A into slot B’), and computer-assigned identifiers (‘transaction

reference: 437F1-LCS8G’). Alphabetic characters have been used for academic marks; by the

United States Department of Agriculture to grade meat products; and to code the suitability

of conscripts (N.B.!) for the US military. Such classificatory systems grow like weeds; in the

words of Paul Fussell, ‘In the Second World War many more things than conscripts

underwent classifications from 1-A to 4-F’ (1989, 115).

(3) Despite the ascendancy of the alphabet, ‘Elements of underived pictorial scripts need to

be kept alive […] in the language of road-signs, in geographical maps, in geometry, in the

pictorial chemical formulae of molecular structures, and in all sorts of metaphorical models

and diagrams’ (Haas, 1976b, 206–207). One might add many other systems, e.g. choreutics

(Boone, 2004, 320–323), musical notation (McCawley 1992), and the various sorts of chess

notation. When alphabetic characters are integrated into such systems, they typically play a

limited role (tempo indications such as scherzo in musical scores; month and day names —

or abbreviations thereof — in calendars). Moreover, letters are frequently used in secondary

functions (vide supra), or in ways that are synchronically opaque, however historically

motivated (Na = sodium < Latin natrium; occult to English speakers, although clear to

Germans, who maintain the termNatrium).

5. Reading vs. verbalizing
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In order to elucidate the difference between glottographic and non-glottographic writing, I

shall propose that these forms are associated with reading and verbalizing respectively. The

distinction between the two activities requires some commentary.

A passage from Wittgenstein probes the fundamental character of reading:
But when we read don’t we feel the word-shapes somehow causing
our utterance? — Read a sentence. — and now look along the
following line:

&8§≠§≠?ß+%8!’§*
and say a sentence as you do so. Can’t one feel that in the first case the
utterance was connected with seeing the signs and in the second went
on side by side with the seeing without any connection? (1953, §169)

What is characteristic of glottographic writing is that the symbols are a cause (Verursachung)

of the words we utter in reading.45 Wittgenstein’s contrasting case is extreme: the sequence

of symbols lacks any connection (Verbindung) with our utterance. But surely there are

different sorts of Verbindung. Suppose I am asked to describe Christian Rohlfs’ painting

Nactke Frau mit Tier;my words will be connected somehow with the painting (unless I have

never seen it and am merely bluffing), but the connection will be much looser than in the

case of reading, and we will not want to say that my words are determined by the painting.

Now let us consider a proto-cuneiform tablet. Here there is yet a different sort of connection.

There is certainly not a single right way to describe Rohlfs’ painting (although there are

doubtless plenty of wrong ways). If I am asked to describe what is written on the tablet

MSVO 3, 29, though, what I can say (if I am going to be judged as correct) is considerably

constrained. I say, ‘This tablet contains a measure of grain in the ŠE System Š; the

metrological notation corresponds to roughly 135,000 liters; the pictographic sign for barley

(ŠE) identifies the grain in question as barley; a notation in the calendrical U4 System U

specifies that the accounting period for this amount of barley was 37 months. Two signs

identify the official apparently reponsible for this record; by convention, using later

phonetic values, we can read this official’s name or title as KUŠIM. Finally, there remain two

signs about which we remain uncertain. The first of these perhaps denotes the use of the
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barley, and we are perhaps to understand this use as “exchange”. The second sign (which

happens to be written over a partially effaced sign) perhaps denotes the function of the

document (i.e. tablet), maybe “final account”.’46 Although there is considerable room for

verbal flexibility in describing the contents of the tablet, and although some features of it are

conjectural or not yet understood, a number of aspects of my account are clearly constrained

by the writing on the tablet. If I were to misinterpret the quantity specified by the cereal

metrology, misidenty the relevant agricultural product, misunderstand the time notation, or

fail to identify the signs KU and ŠIM, I would simply be in error.

Consider now the notation E = hν (Planck’s equation). How do I ‘read’ this? Perhaps ‘ee

equals aitch nu’? Or ‘ee equals Planck’s constant times nu’? Or ‘the energy of a quantum is

equal to Planck’s constant multiplied by the frequency of the radiation’? Here it seems not

to be the case that the equation represents a natural language utterance, but rather that we

can translate the equation into spoken language — in a word, verbalize it.

Glottographic writing represents linguistic content that can be spoken, whereas the content

of non-glottographic writing is non-linguistic. We read glottographic writing, but verbalize

non-glottographic writing.

Yet we cannot say that the difference amounts to the fact that we always pronounce the

same words when reading, but may pronounce different words when verbalizing. (Even if

we add the qualification ‘ideally,’ which is needed to cover slips or errors that can occur in

performance.) Non-glottographic writing may have what I call a canonical verbalization, that

is, there may exist a set of mapping rules that provides unique mappings from a set of non-

glottographic strings to a set of spoken language strings. Thus, for instance, I may learn

always to verbalize (Dirac’s constant; = h/2π) as ‘aitch bar.’ Such canonical verbalizations

are often learned, at least for a subdomain of mathematical symbolism, since they aid

communication (for instance, when one can’t write on or point to a blackboard). But

canonical verbalizing is no more like reading than any other verbalizing. The symbol does
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not stand for or represent ‘aitch bar.’ Nor does it stand for ‘Dirac’s constant.’ Rather, it stands

for Dirac’s constant, with the quotation marks removed. That is, it stands for a mathematical

entity, not a verbal one.

6. Final thoughts
There is a strong tendency — not least among linguists and philologists — to identify

unequivocally linguistic artefacts (such as Plato’s dialogues, or the Qur’an, or Gibbon’s

Decline and Fall) as the most valuable written products of a culture and the most developed

form of human communication. Yet less clearly linguistic instances of writing — calendars,

tables of sines and cosines, architectural plans, recipes for foods and drugs, mathematical

formulae, coins and bank-notes, charts for navigation, computer programs— reflect highly

sophisticated intellectual activity and serve as indispensable bearers of culture.

A teleological model of writing such as Gelb’s, in which writing starts in semasiography and

makes the long climb to the alphabet, is open to criticism not just because it supports

unwarranted cultural biases (cf. Trigger, 2004) or because it is likely to err in claims and

points of detail (cf. Houston, 2004b, 275; Baines, 2004, 178–179; Justeson & Stephens, 1994) or

because it fails to explain the rationale for various evolutionary changes (cf. Boltz, 2000, 4). A

significant problem is that such a theory ignores the fact that non-glottographic writing is

still with us (cf. Trigger, 2004, 46). In fact, it is flourishing. For at least a century, graphs,

charts, figures, and tables (none of which is a spoken-language form) have increased in

books and papers. The titles of scholarly works in chemistry, physics, and mathematics

regularly include formal language content. Electronic communication is saturated with

emoticons. Even literature moves away from glottography, for instance, when Peter Handke

resorts to pictograms to show the alienation of his protagonist (1970, 117).

Moreover, all sorts of writing possess connotations independent from linguistic content. For

example, if we look to ancient Greece, ceramic vessels with inscriptions (dipinti) were

fashionable in Attica during the period 660–350 B.C.E. Yet both illiterate and subliterate
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artisans created vases, with writing that ranged from the ‘nearly linguistic’ (mock

inscriptions), through meaningless inscriptions composed of Greek letters that spelled no

words and imitation inscriptions composed of not-quite-Greek letters, to ‘blots and dots’ —

only the most superficial imitation of writing (Sulzer, 2003).47 The curious anthropologist

may easily find comparable phenomena today: for instance, starlets who have have their

lower backs tattooed with Chinese characters (or clumsy approximations thereunto) drawn

at random from a book, or who decorate themselves with garbled ‘Kabbalistic’ nonsense,

blithely inattentive to the required felicity conditions.

In light of the diversity of form and function in real-world instances of writing, I propose

that the typological model of pure glottographic and non-glottographic systems is

unhelpful. Rather, we may conceive of writing as a system of systems.Among the subsystems

commonly are a numeric subsystem and a glottographic (lexical/morphosyntactic)

subsystem. Interspersed with these are other subsystems, such as punctuation and indexical

marks. Additional subsystems are present in texts that deal with specialized domains. One

instance from the ancient Near East is field plans (exemplified by tablets from the Ur III

period, ca. 2100–2000 B.C.E.): these documents combine a schematic map of the field

divided into sections with length and area notations (Nissen et al., 1993, 65–69; Damerow

1996, 162). Other well-known examples from numerous cultures are calendars and schemes

for recording astronomical observations. Schematic diagrams of the vocal tract are used by

classical Arabic grammarians to describe the articulation of speech sounds (Al-Nassir, 1993,

17–18). Specialized subsystems abound in modern writing: structural diagrams of

molecules, truth tables, kinship diagrams, UMLmodels, and so on.48

It is also evident that writing that is (or purports to be) glottographic may serve — as we

learn from Greek nonsense inscriptions on vases or Japanese T-shirts with messages in

dubious English (or non-English) — other functions: e.g. to communicate prestige directly

or to connote cultural capital. Even writing that straightforwardly notates spoken language

is overdetermined, in the sense that it can perform other functions besides.
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In conclusion, then, we should perhaps better view glottography not as a type of writing but

rather as a function of one subsystemwithin the system of writing.49 In examining archaic

cuneiform we should not ask whether the script as a whole is language-notating or not, but

rather what (if anything) in the script resembles spoken language, what form this

resemblance takes, and what causes might account for the resemblance.50
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1 The largest group of documents is from Uruk, although others have been discovered in
northern Babylonian sites, including Jemdet Nasr and Tell Uqair. One dating of the Egyptian
U-j texts (excavated in 1989) places them slightly earlier than the Babylonian Uruk IV
tablets. This dating is controversial, and I shall here follow the received opinion that they
postdate the first proto-cuneiform writing (Baines, 2004).
Schmandt-Besserat (1992) has famously argued that that archaic cuneiform has its forebears
in discrete clay ‘tokens’ that appear first around 8000 B.C.E. Notably, ‘complex’ tokens with
an impressed pattern precede the first tablets by at least two hundred years (68). Groups of
tokens are bundled in clay ‘envelopes’ between ca. 3700–3500 B.C.E. (114). Many aspects of
Schmandt-Besserat’s argument are controversial, and serious objections have been raised
especially concerning her dating and interpretation of objects whose archeological context is
no longer known. These objections notwithstanding, the core idea that clay tokens played
some role in the evolution of archaic cuneiform is now accepted by many. For critical
perspectives on Schmandt-Besserat’s work: Michalowski (1993); Englund (1998, 46–49, 214).
2 For instance, Susa, Tepe Sialk, Tepe Yahya. On these proto-Elamite tablets, which will not
be discussed here: Damerow & Englund (1989); Englund (2004).
3 Proto-cuneiform tablets: n ≈ 5820 (Englund, 1998, 65); Proto-Elamite: n ≈ 1600 (Englund,
2004, 5).
4 Published: Englund & Nissen (1993). See also: Krispijn (1991/1992); Englund (1998, 82–
111); Selz (2000, 192–3).
5 E.g.: ‘the principle of phonetic writing was fully established already in the Uruk IV script’
(Steinkeller, 1994, 695); ‘Die Sprache der Liste [ED LúA] ist also […] eindeutig das
Sumerische, dessen Wortschatz aber bereits prä- oder proto-akkadische Lehnwörter enthält
[emphasis mine]’ (Wilcke, 2005, 444); ‘From Uruk IV a or b on, certain graphic signs are
endowed with syllabic values, which indicate that the words they render are to be read first
of all in the Sumerian language’ (Glassner, 2003, 47).
Contra: ‘in the archaic period written signs probably had no phonetic value’ (Nissen et al.,
1993, 36); ‘it seems that a strong argument from silence can be made that Sumerian is not
present in the earliest literate communities, particularly given the large numbers of sign
sequences which, with high likelihood, represent personal names and thus should be
amenable to grammatical and lexical analyses comparable to those made of later Sumerian
onomastics’ (Englund, 2004, 101).
6 Reviews: Englund (1998, 73–81); Whittaker (2005). See also Rubio (1999; 2005); Steiner
(2005); Wilcke (2005).
7 The presence of non-Sumerian items in the Sumerian vocabulary need not imply the
scenario of an aboriginal, non-Sumerian population. Rubio (1999) has plausibly suggested
that such lexical items may beWanderwörter, terms (typically for technological and cultural
innovations) borrowed from heteroglot neighbors or trading partners (perhaps including
Indo-European speakers). Recent historical linguistics has made us much more sensitive to
‘horizontal’ relationships between speech communities, which provide in many cases better
explanations than the ‘vertical,’ genetic relationships presupposed by nineteenth-century
philology.
8 In this paper I shall assume a ‘broad’ definition of writing shared by Sampson inter alios; cf.
Boone (2004, 313): ‘the communication of relatively specific ideas in a conventional manner
by means of permanent, visible marks.’ This sort of definition acknowledges that writing
need not aim at the transcription of spoken language. Nor must all (or even most) pictures
be considered writing.
9 One formal version of what ‘representation’ might mean here is given by Sproat (2000, 8–
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28). In this paper, I assume by ‘x represents y’ that y is descriptively prior to x;
representation is not symmetric.
10 Or, at any rate, something that shares in large part the distinctive character of spoken
language; we overlook at this point the structural differences (morphological, syntactic,
lexical) that exist between speech and writing. For an overview of such matters, see Kock &
Oesterreicher (1994). A landmark of sorts is Vachek (1973), who argues that written and
spoken language are complementary systems, each characterized by its own norms; written
language is the marked element of the pair.
11 The pair of terms is used already by Pulgram (1976). Gelb (1952) uses phonography instead
of glottography; the latter is a distinct improvement upon the former, since in assigning
logographic writing to this genus, we need not assume that the phonetic principle is active.
(Cf. Pettersson, 1996, 18 n. 4).
12 Cf. Brice (1976).
13 Compare the forceful expression of this idea already by Whorf (1956, 177). Note also now
Glassner: ‘The historian is no longer confronted with the task of developing the image of a
primitive stage or childhood of writing. The thesis of an original pictography that was
mistakenly thought to be unintelligible and whose signs derived, without a connection to
language, only from the imitation of nature, is no longer viable. The diachronic vision of a
system of signs that evolved slowly toward an approximate notation of the spoken language
before it converted itself into a true phonetic system that integrated all linguistic dimensions
is dead as well’ (2003, 215).
14 Orchestral scores, for instance, do not exemplify phonography, because the sounds they
notate are not speech sounds. Greek phônêmeans not ‘sound’ but ‘voice’.
15 These terms are conventional, though contentious. Ratcliffe (2001), in an ingenious article,
argues that in fact ‘There are no scripts which have the syllable as a primary minimal unit of
representation’ (12). (Contrast Boltz’s claim that, with the exception of the ancient
Mediterranean, ‘it was the syllable that was the basic phonetic entity to be reflected in
writing directly throughout its history everywhere’ (2000, 5).) In particular, he demonstrates
that both the Japanese ‘syllabaries’ and the Arabic ‘abjad’ have the mora as their
fundamental organizational principle; in both, a light syllable is represented by single
graph, a heavy by two graphs. Arabic is ‘defective’ not because it fails to notate vowels, but
rather because it only notates vowels in coda-position. (On the native perception of Arabic
as a scriptio defectiva, and the development of the šakl, see Mahmoud (1979).) Pettersson’s
(1996) provocative and quirky dissertation makes some interesting points about the design
of the West Semitic scripts, but is marred by remarkable confusions and errors (134–152).
16 This is a conservative figure, applicable to characters developed by the second century
C.E.; if one counts characters attested by the 18th c., the percentage rises to about 97%
(Sproat, 2000, 135).
17 See Steinkeller (1995, 694–695); Glassner (2003, 121–165); Selz (2000, 172, 181).
18 The argument was made already in the first third of the twentieth century by the
pioneering scholars Langdon and Falkenstein. Note that on tablets the order of the three
signs is variously permuted. Contrast Bottéro’s account (1992, 79–81) with Englund’s
argument (including detailed graphotactic analysis) against this reading of ENa E2a TIa
(1998, 74–76).
19 The symbol × is a convention to indicate that the second sign is inscribed within the first.
20 Disputed: Englund (2004, 142 n. 3).
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21 Cf. Selz (2000, 188 n. 52).
22 Cf. Nissen et al. (1993, 117).
23 Cf. Michalowski: ‘Rudimentary syllabic elements enter the system in the expected
manner, in order to notate foreign names, but on the whole the system is independent of
speech’ (1990, 59).
24 Cf. Sproat (2000, 60–1) on ‘tape wrapping algorithms.’
25 Other principles may sometimes lead to reordering in writing systems: e.g. /i/ and /r/ in
certain conditions appear out of sequence in Devanāgarī (for cognitive implications, cf. Vaid
(2002)); alphabetic characters in Korean han’gŭl are stacked both horizontally and vertically
into syllable blocks; in some dialects of English <wh> is realized as [hw].
26 On tablet format: Nissen et al. (1993, 30–35); Englund (1998, 56–64). Cf. Englund’s
discussion of the format of the proto-Elamite tablets (2004, 104–106, 123).
27 Englund (1998, 90–106).
28 In Gulliver’s Travels (1726), Swift imagines a Lilliputian form of writing that follows the
diagonals of pages (part 1, ch. 6). It is worth observing that no such system is actually
known.
29 ‘Regularity of blanks’ is a characteristic of most contemporary writing systems in the
West, but it is foreign to much of the rest of the world and to Graeco-Roman antiquity,
which normally employed scriptura continua. Saenger (1991) offers a useful account of some
the consequences of word separation, but makes several unwarranted statements about
literature and writing in classical antiquity.
30 Lazare de Baïf, 1537, De re navali commentarius, Basel. The machine-readable text was
provided by the Archimedes Project (http://archimedes.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de). The text
contains approximately 13645 distinct word types (an insignificant number of tokens, e.g.
variable names, are falsely identified as words by the procedure). The ‘stair steps’ evident in
the plot are a consequence of the fact that rank must by definition be an integer. This and
related plots were produced with R (R Development Core Team, 2005).
31 The numeric signs are the best understood part of the system: see the fundamental study
of Damerow & Englund (1987).
32 See Englund (1998, 70–71) for the 60 most frequent signs (and glosses, where possible);
Damerow (1999, 11–12) for general breakdown of sign distribution and some related
hypotheses. Some signs that occur in lexical lists appear to be only ‘theoretical’ creations,
unattested in documents of any other type (Krispijn 1991/1992).
33 I thank Dr. Peter Damerow for providing the data. The interpretation and analysis is mine
alone, and I accept full responsibility for any errors or shortcomings.
34 Data from Johann Terrenz Schreck, Wang Zheng, 1627, Yuanxi Qiqi Tushuo Luzui,
Yangzhou. Machine-readable text from the Archimedes Project. The text contains approx.
1895 character types.
35 The phonetic values given (for convenience) to the signs here and elsewhere are based on
later (Sumerian) readings. There is not sufficient evidence to ascribe these phonetic readings
to signs in the archaic texts.
36 We must bear in mind, however, that many proto-cuneiform signs lack any recognizably
iconic aspect (e.g. UDU ‘small cattle’, a circle with inscribed cross).
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37 Selz 2000, 175: ‘so sind auch Bild- und Schriftzeichen genetisch miteinander verbunden.’
38 Unger & DeFrancis (1995, 47–9) raise some serious and effective objections to Sampson’s
(1985, 28–29) analysis of a Yukaghir ‘love letter.’ But from such criticism we are unable to
derive any truly general objections to the idea of non-glottographic writing.
39 On the cultural context that allowed the proto-cuneiform tablets to be understood:
Damerow (1996, 349–354).
40 Much of what I note will apply to contemporary writing in Europe and elsewhere. I
restrict myself to the ‘Anglosphere’ because I wish to present a particular cultural situation
in some detail, and because that situation is what I know best.
41 I acknowledge that such variants may be produced by transformations on a single D-
structure string (Brainerd, 1968). But our writing doesn’t notate D-structure. Take, e.g.,
complementizer deletion: optionally, that→ Λ: ‘The girl I saw at the Newton’; this could
only be read incorrectly as ‘The girl that I saw at the Newton.’
Sproat (2000, 197–204) offers an enlightening discussion of how a finite set of Indo-Arabic numerical
notations may be mapped by a regular relation to number names in a variety of languages.
42 Together these points, I believe, constitute a sufficient rebuttal to Gelb: ‘It seems absurd to
see in the written “70” an ideogram in contrast to the phonographic “died” — as is
generally done by philologists — simply because the written “70” contains such different
meanings as “seven, zero, seventy, seventieth”, etc. Both “70” and “died” evoke the
corresponding words for “seventy” and “died”’ (1952, 13).
Imagine a parallel phenomenon in glottographic writing: e.g. the word cement were
sometimes pronounced ‘cement’ and sometimes ‘concrete.’ Subjects with deep dyslexia do
in fact substitute semantically related words when they read, but dyslexia is — by definition
— a disorder of reading (Goodglass, 1993, 162–165; Sproat, 2000, 167). Beginning readers who
have been taught by the whole word method also can make such substitutions when
reading (Goswami & Bryant, 1990, 37).
43 Above all, I recommend two books on this subject: Parkes (1993) for his beautifully
illustrated dicussion of the ways in which punctuation evolved in the languages of Europe,
and Nunberg (1990) for his scrupulous attention to the details of how punctuation operates
in contemporary English texts as a specialized linguistic system.
44 Overview and fundamental bibliography: Günther (1996).
45 Lest the reader dismiss these remarks as so obvious as to be devoid of any interest
whatsover, I shall point out that preliterate children cannot necessarily read what they have
written:
Experimenter: Write ‘a red ball.’ [Child writes something.] What does it say?
Child: You didn’t tell me I would have to read. (Tolchinsky, 2003, 72)
46 After Nissen et al. (1993, 37). The Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative (CDLI) provides an
excellent on-line resource for (proto-)cuneiform texts from ca. 3200 through the end of the
second millenium B.C.E., including high-quality photographs of tablets and corresponding
transcriptions, as well as ancillary material (http://cdli.ucla.edu).
47 These usages are related to what theorists of early writing call ‘display’ (distinguished
from ‘communication,’ although display might be characterized as a sort of
communication). On this concept: Baines (1989); Postgate et al. (1995).
48 On the rise of special-purpose systems of notations in physics and chemistry, see the
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concise survey of Drake (1986). For the record, I cannot agree with Drake’s characterization
of science as unrelated to technology before the early modern period. McCawley (1992) is, as
usual, insightful, demonstrating various “linguistic aspects” of mathematical notation.
49 Of course the glottographic subsystem may have its own subsystems: for instance, ḥurūf
and šakl in Arabic; kanji, hiragana, katakana, and rōmaji in Japanese; Sumerograms and
syllabograms in Akkadian cuneiform.
50 First and foremost I thank Peter Damerow; in conversing with him many of these ideas
took their initial form. Jürgen Renn and my colleagues at the MPIWG have made my work a
pleasure; moreover, the staff of the library has been most helpful. I am indebted to the
specialists on whose territory I have trespassed: in particular, Bob Englund, Manfred
Krebernik, and Steve Tinney; I trust they will forgive me my trespasses. I have benefited also
from discussion with Jacob Dahl and Matthias Schemmel. Last, but by no means least, I
gladly acknowledge what I owe my cohorts in the YSSI (Summer 2003/2004).
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